The Emergence and Spread of Belief Systems
Crossword Puzzle – Answer Key

WORD BANK
AHISMA           ALLAH
ATHEISM          BISHOP
BRAHMAN          CHRISTIANS
DEITY            DHARMA
ISLAM            JIHAD
JUDAISM          MESSIAH
POLYTHEISM       POPE
PRIEST           REINCARNATION
SABBATH          SECT
SHAMAN           SYNAGOGUE
THEOCRACY         THEOLOGY

ACROSS
3. REINCARNATION
8. BISHOP
9. SECT
10. DHARMA
11. ATHEISM
13. AHISMA

DOWN
1. SYNAGOGUE
2. SABBATH
4. CHRISTIANS
5. JIHAD
6. POLYTHEISM
7. MESSIAH
8. BRAHMAN
12. THEOCRACY